Product Data

CHERRY
EXPLOSION

Hand Cleaner With Pumice

CHERRY EXPLOSION Hand
Cleaner contains premium-grade
cleansing agents that quickly
dissolve the toughest soils.
The added pumice safely and
effectively removes dirt, grease,
resin, ink, paint, glue, rubber
gasket and tile cements, and
many other hard-to-remove soils.
This pH-balanced formula is
fortified with skin conditioners
to help soothe raw, rough hands.
Use it with or without water.
Complies with VOC Consumer
Products Rules.

4 VOC COMPLIANT
4 ADVANCED CLEANING &
SKIN CONDITIONING
4 CONTAINS PUMICE
4 PLEASANT CHERRY
FRAGRANCE

...setting performance
standards worldwide...

APPLICATIONS
CHERRY EXPLOSION contains a highquality, fine-ground, American pumice to
speed removal of all types of stubborn
soil without harsh chemicals. Its premium,
heavy-duty cleansing agents safely and
effectively dissolve grease, paints, inks and
many other hard to remove soils. Fortified
with skin conditioners, this VOC-free formula
conditions hands to help keep them soft and
smooth.

This product is designed specifically to be
used in ATCO’s Get-With-It Dispenser*. This
patented dispenser features the following
benefits:
Easy, quick-changing, no mess refill tank
empties 100% - NO WASTE

For inserting product refill into
GET-WITH-IT Dispenser: Backplate of Get-With-It Dispenser is
mounted to wall. Dispenser/reservoir
unit locks into bottom portion of
mounted plate. With foil seal down,
align product refill with middle and
upper tracks on back-plate (Figure
1). Remove cap, invert and slide
container into wall-mounted back
plate of dispenser. Do not remove
seal. Do not puncture container.
Refill is pushed in and slid down into
tracks, locking it into position which
breaks the foil seal (Figures 2 and
3). CHERRY EXPLOSION flows
into reservoir, emptying completely
during use with no waste. When
empty, CHERRY EXPLOSION refill
can be changed at maintenance
personnel’s convenience, as a full
1000 ml of product will be left in the
reservoir. You get 1,444 dispensings
from each 4000-ml refill.

Reservoir back-up allows reloading at your
convenience
Time-tested, heavy-duty pump mechanism
is guaranteed for life
See-through window lets users know
when refill can be changed

TECHNICAL DATA

Product’s foil seal locks in freshness and
eliminates tampering

Composition:

Snap-in/snap-out features lock reservoir
and refill tank in place

Specific Gravity:
Color:

Biodegradable
Detergents
1.1
Pink

Fragrance:

Cherry

DIRECTIONS
For product: Apply hand cleaner to dry
hands and rub hands until soil is dissolved.
Wipe dry or rinse with water.
...setting performance
standards worldwide...
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